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Hazardous materials serve valuable functions in the workplace like the
flammable liquids used for cutting and welding or the compressed gas used
to fuel forklifts. It’s critical that workers know about the hazardous
materials in their work area.

• The vapors from flammable liquids can ignite at normal working temperatures.

• Compressed gases and liquified petroleum gases (LPG) are under high pressure
posing both fire and explosion risk.

➢ Inspect regulators, cylinders and cylinder valves of compressed gas containers
regularly to ensure safe operation.

➢ When not in use, ensure bottles/cylinders are chained or locked in an upright
position with caps securely in place. Gases that may react with each other
must be stored separately.

➢ Flammable liquids must only be stored in proper, approved containers that are
labeled correctly. Flammable liquids should be stored in approved cabinets
(commonly referred to as a fire cabinet).

➢ Exits, stairways and doors shall not be blocked by flammable liquid containers.

➢ In areas where flammable liquids and/or vapors may be present, employees
must not smoke, light matches, perform hot work, or have an open flame.

Every hazardous material that is or may be used in the workplace should
have its own Safety Data Sheet (SDS) that is easily accessible by all
employees in a common area, like a Right to Know Center.

➢ Each SDS includes information such as:

• the properties of the chemical
• the physical, health and environmental health hazards
• protective measures
• safety precautions for handling, storing and transport

Refer to Section 8 of the SDS to find recommendations for personal protective
equipment (PPE) that should be worn to prevent illness or injury from exposure
to the chemical and any special requirements for the PPE, like a specific type of
glove or respirator.
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